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Low-Income Los Angeles Households Drift Further from the Financial Mainstream
slipping behind
exeCuTive summAry
Seventeen million americans live without a bank account, exposing themselves to risks 
of monetary loss, fraud, and high costs associated with less regulated financial services 
markets.1 in this two-phase longitudinal survey of 2,000 low-income los angeles 
households, the pew Health group’s Safe banking opportunities project aims to further 
local, state and national understanding of the financial needs of underserved populations 
in our urban centers and the opportunity for banks to capture this market. the study 
explores the connections between financial services, the populations they serve or are 
failing to serve and the financial stability of those populations.
our in-depth survey of low-income households—1,000 with a bank account and 1,000 
without—reveals three key findings:
•	 between 2009 and 2010, the ranks of the unbanked increased, with more families 
leaving banking than opening bank accounts. one-third (32 percent) of households 
that left banking cited unexpected or unexplained fees as their reason for closing their 
bank accounts; another 27 percent attributed their departure from banking to the loss 
of a job or lack of funds. among all unbanked households, half (50 percent) report 
that they are unable to deposit the minimum balance required to open an account, up 
from 30 percent identifying this as a barrier to opening a bank account during the first 
phase of the survey. a local effort in los angeles to promote banking—the bank on 
la campaign—slowed the rate of departure from banking, but it could not overcome 
persistent concerns by the financially-stretched participants of the survey about hidden 
and unexpected bank fees and lack of sufficient funds for opening or maintaining 
accounts.
•	 Opening an account is only the beginning of a beneficial banking relationship. 
after overcoming the barriers to opening a bank account, low-income workers face 
new and additional obstacles to maintaining their bank accounts and to using those 
accounts to meet their financial services needs. our study finds that banks hold 
significant service and location advantages over alternative financial services (aFS) 
providers: 79 percent of crossover respondents report that banks have better customer 
service than check cashers and 59 percent of crossover respondents prefer the location 
of banks to that of check cashers. However, these customers continue to supplement 
their depository accounts with services from aFS providers, citing the need to access 
their cash quickly (30 percent) and to purchase multiple services, like money orders and 
remittances, at one time (38 percent).
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•	 Among the working poor, banking is associated with savings. even when faced 
with high rates of job loss and declining household income during the period of our 
survey, the banked were better able to sustain their savings behaviors, including those 
associated with long-term goals such as paying for college. eighty-eight percent of 
banked households have at least one savings account and, even in times of economic 
turmoil, 67 percent of the banked actively save at least some of the time. among the 
unbanked, only 9 percent report being able to save.
our analysis leads to the following policy recommendations:
Overcoming barriers to banking: the significant barriers preventing unbanked low-
income households in los angeles from opening bank accounts are concerns about 
fees as well as a perceived lack of liquidity to meet the minimum opening balance 
requirements and lack of proper identification. policy makers, banks and employers 
each have a role to play in making bank accounts more affordable and accessible to the 
working poor.
•	 employers and government agencies can offer direct deposit to workers and recipients 
of public assistance.
Definitions
Banked: Households with at least one checking or savings account at a bank or 
credit union.
Unbanked: Households that do not have a bank account and rely on non-bank 
alternative financial services providers for financial services or transactions.
Newly Banked: Households that did not have a bank account during the first 
phase of our survey and opened at least one bank account before the second 
phase of our survey.
Newly Unbanked: Households that closed all of their bank accounts between 
the first and second phases of our survey.
Crossover: Households with at least one bank account that regularly use 
non-bank providers for some financial services or transactions (sometimes 
popularly referred to as “underbanked”).
Cash Economy: Households that do not have a bank account and conduct all 
their financial dealings in cash.
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•	 government workforce placement programs can introduce bank accounts to the newly 
employed.
•	 policy makers and the banking sector can use public-private collaborations to reach the 
unbanked and to set safe terms for starter accounts.
helping Families stay banked: pew’s research indicates that unexpected and 
unexplained fees drive low-income households away from banking. banks and policy 
makers should take steps to reduce the surprise of these fees and increase transparency.
•	 policy makers can require, and banks can implement, fair and transparent fees.
•	 banks and banking regulators can end deposit delay and require depository 
institutions to post deposits and withdrawals in a fully-disclosed objective and neutral 
manner, such as chronological order, which does not maximize overdraft fees.
•	 banks can increase the availability of atm networks in low-income areas to reduce 
reliance by customers on out-of-network atms carrying high fees.
encouraging the building of savings and Credit: pew found that low-income 
households with bank accounts continue to rely on costly alternative financial services to 
meet their financial needs, while also seeking to use savings mechanisms. to encourage 
the working poor to build savings and credit, banks, community organizations, local 
leaders and policy makers can promote policies that allow households to use their bank 
accounts effectively and beneficially. additionally, the use of aFS by banked households 
presents an opportunity for banks to utilize their competitive advantages to capture this 
market for revenue-generating financial services.
•	 banks can provide a comprehensive suite of products including money orders, 
remittances, check cashing, bill pay services and personal loans.
•	 community organizations, local governments, efforts to bank the unbanked, like the 
bank on programs, and depository institutions can provide financial education to help 
new customers manage costs and build up assets.
•	 banks, policy makers and community organizations can capitalize on household 
aspirations to build family financial security by providing low-cost and easy-to-
understand opportunities for savings and asset-building.
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survey respOndenTs
our survey population is predominantly female and foreign-born and identifies as 
Hispanic/latino. between survey phases, there was a 28 percent attrition rate. those 
who dropped out of the survey between phases were disproportionately male, residents 
of control neighborhoods (those not targeted in the initial phase of the bank on la 
program), earners of slightly higher incomes than the general survey population, voters 
in the united States and english-speakers. in phase ii, overall household incomes 
declined, with 78 percent of respondents reporting household incomes below $25,000, 
up from the 71 percent who reported such income levels in phase i. additionally, the 
percentage of female respondents increased slightly, as did the percentage of foreign-
born respondents. the mean age of respondents increased significantly, up eight years 
between phase i and phase ii.
this population is the working poor with the vast majority of household income coming 
from employment. the form of income was very similar in both survey phases, with the 
majority of respondents in both phases being paid by check. monthly expenditures rose 
slightly between phases, up $19 for banked respondents in phase ii and $44 for unbanked 
respondents in phase ii. For information on survey methodology, see the appendix.
hOusehOld inCOme segmenTATiOn, phAse i  And phAse i ifigure 1
71%
22%
5% 2% 3% 2%
17%
78%
Household Income
 $0–$25K
 $25K–$50K
 $50K–$75K
 $75K +
overall, respondents report lower household incomes in phase ii of our survey compared to data 
from phase i, perhaps reflecting declining economic conditions. in both phases, most respondents 
had incomes below the federal poverty line for a family of four ($22,350 in 2011, according to u.S. 
department of Health and Human Services poverty guidelines).
phAse i phAse i i
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inTrOduCTiOn
banking is a cornerstone of financial security. a safe, affordable deposit account enables 
families to securely put away money, affordably pay bills and better plan for the future. 
without government-insured checking accounts, low-income families operate on the 
financial fringe. these unbanked families, those without a checking or saving account, 
conduct business entirely in the cash economy or use costly alternative financial services 
(aFS) providers, including check-cashing outlets. Families without bank accounts struggle 
to meet their basic financial needs, much less save for a rainy day or long-term goals.
to inform public efforts that promote safe and affordable bank accounts, the pew Health 
group developed a portrait of the financial services usage and banking behaviors 
of low-income households in los angeles. in 2009, the Safe banking opportunities 
project began a survey of 2,000 low-income households in los angeles, including 1,000 
households with at least one bank account and 1,000 households with no bank accounts. 
the first phase of the survey was conducted from July to September 2009, followed by 
the second phase from may to September 2010. our survey examined households in 
eight low-income neighborhoods around los angeles, including four targeted by the 
bank on la pilot effort to bank the unbanked (see page 16).2 
in July 2010, we published findings from phase i of the survey in Unbanked by Choice.3 
there, we reported on the different patterns of financial behavior among banked 
and unbanked families, delving deeply into the types of services used by low-income 
households and the factors influencing their participation in different segments of the 
financial marketplace. in phase i, we found that most of the unbanked have never had 
bank accounts and we identified the alternative strategies that these households use to 
manage their money.
this report builds on the findings presented in Unbanked by Choice to develop a more 
refined portrait of the financial behavior and needs of low-income communities in los 
angeles and to identify the effects that banking practices and the local efforts to bank 
the unbanked have had on these communities. we seek to improve the effectiveness of 
efforts to bank the unbanked and to promote policies that enable low-income families 
to maintain and fully use their bank accounts as productive clients of mainstream 
financial institutions.
our analysis of the data gathered in this follow-up survey of financial services behaviors 
and household financial condition indicates the following key findings:
•	 The unbanked population persists in los Angeles. despite local efforts to bank the 
unbanked, more families left banking than joined banking during the survey period. 
we find that there was slightly greater adoption of banking and significantly less 
movement out of banking in the neighborhoods targeted by bank on la, a public–
private initiative to bring families into banking.
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•	 low-income households in los Angeles face successive barriers to getting a bank 
account, staying banked and using their accounts fully. while households that had 
never had a bank account cited minimum opening balance requirements and lack of 
proper identification to open an account as the major reasons they remain unbanked, 
households that left banking most often cited unexpected or unexplained fees as their 
reason for closing their bank accounts. many banked families—crossover customers—
continue to use check cashers and other nonbank financial services because of 
concerns over transparency and liquidity. getting unbanked individuals to open bank 
accounts is an important start, but it is only the beginning.
•	 banking is associated with savings among the working poor. those who had bank 
accounts were more likely to save and, in tough times, were better able to weather 
the economic storm. the banked used ongoing savings mechanisms, rooted in their 
aspirations for a better future for themselves and their families. banking mechanisms 
are tied to financial security by reducing costs spent on obtaining financial services, 
promoting saving and reducing the risk of cash loss.
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Key Findings
Following low-income los angeles households during a period of economic decline, our 
survey identified key factors in the departure from banking, challenges still facing local 
efforts to promote banking and patterns in financial services use and financial well-being.
The unbAnKed pOpulATiOn persisTs in lOs Angeles
despite the efforts of the bank on la campaign, during the period of our research, more 
respondents became unbanked than became banked. while our survey was conducted 
during a period of severe job loss in the survey population, we found that the main 
reason households fell out of banking was not job loss but being hit with unexpected 
bank fees.
•	 Over a 12-month span, more people left banking than joined banking. between the 
two phases of the survey, 13 percent of respondents who had been banked in phase i 
dropped their bank accounts and 8 percent of respondents who had been unbanked in 
phase i opened checking accounts. the newly unbanked population, those who closed 
their bank accounts since the first survey, largely demographically mirrors the overall 
survey population.4
•	 unexpected fees were the primary drivers of account closure. the newly unbanked 
most often cite unexpected and unexplained fees as the reason for their departure 
from banking. one-third (32 percent) of the newly unbanked cite these fees; another 
quarter (27 percent) cite either lack of funds or unemployment. Small numbers of 
respondents cite poor customer service (6 percent), and all other options included in 
the survey were selected by less than 1 percent of respondents. one-third (35 percent) 
of newly unbanked individuals do not attribute their decision to end their banking 
relationship to any option available in our survey.5
reAsOns FOr leAving The bAnKing sysTemFigure 2
Hidden or unexpected fees are the most common reason that our respondents closed their bank 
accounts, followed by lack of funds or loss of job.
6% 27%
35% 32%
 Hidden or Unexpected 
Fees
 Lack of Funds or 
Unemployment
 Upset about Customer 
Servies
 Other
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•	 Overall, neighborhoods targeted by the bank on lA pilot program did not account 
for more of the newly banked than did neighborhoods not targeted by the 
bank on lA pilot. the newly banked were evenly distributed across neighborhoods 
proportional to the distribution of successfully recontacted survey respondents. newly 
banked individuals represented anywhere between 2 percent and 7 percent of all 
respondents in a given neighborhood. the neighborhood with the most significant 
increase in newly banked residents was lincoln Heights, which was not a bank on la 
pilot site. close behind lincoln Heights were two bank on la pilot neighborhoods—
vernon central and boyle Heights. each one had 6 percent of its respondents report 
that they had begun banking.
•	 The bank on lA program appears to have slowed the rate at which the city’s 
poor leave banking. in six of the eight neighborhoods in our survey, respondents 
left the ranks of the banked at a greater rate than they joined. the other two 
neighborhoods were essentially flat in this regard. in the four neighborhoods 
targeted by the bank on la pilot program, slightly more people left banking than 
entered banking. However, the net loss over the past 12 months in the four bank 
on la pilot neighborhoods (-1.25 percent) was less than half the net loss in the four 
control neighborhoods (-2.93 percent), a statistically significant difference.6
•	 brand awareness of bank on lA is very low. overall, only 6 percent of respondents 
are familiar with bank on la by name. awareness is highest among the newly banked 
(13 percent) and lowest among the newly unbanked (3 percent). among all unbanked 
individuals, bank on la’s target population, 9 percent are familiar with the program. 
among all survey respondents, awareness of the campaign in pilot neighborhoods  
(7 percent) was only slightly higher than in control neighborhoods (6 percent). overall, 
more than half (54 percent) of the unbanked report receiving some sort of literature 
encouraging them to open an account, though they did not identify it as coming from 
the bank on la campaign.
•	 The newly unbanked rely heavily on the cash economy. most newly unbanked 
individuals rely on the cash economy, with 59 percent conducting business entirely 
in cash and another 26 percent conducting business mostly in cash with some use of 
aFS as well. one-quarter (28 percent) of the newly unbanked continue to save money, 
keeping cash hidden in a “secure place.” However, most of these savers (63 percent) 
are saving less than they did when they had a bank account.
•	 while most of the unbanked have never had a bank account, those who did 
previously have accounts chose to close them. among the unbanked, more than 
half (58 percent) have never had a bank account. However, three in ten (30 percent) 
previously had a bank account and willingly closed it. only 6 percent of the unbanked 
previously had an account and now are unable to qualify for one, generally because of 
past trouble in maintaining sufficient funds to support a checking account.
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The lOw-inCOme pOpulATiOn in lOs Angeles FACes  
suCCessive bArriers TO bAnKing
the growing ranks of the unbanked and newly unbanked, and the fact that many banked 
individuals also rely on alternative financial services providers, indicate that the low-
income population in los angeles faces obstacles not only in opening an account, but 
also in keeping it open, and in using it to its full benefit to build savings and credit. the 
issues that prevent families from keeping and fully using an account are distinctly different 
than the problems that prevent them from opening an account.
•	 The primary obstacles to opening a bank account are minimum balance requirements, 
concern over hidden fees and perceived lack of proper identification. Fully half 
(50 percent) of the unbanked cite their perceived inability to deposit the minimum 
opening balance as a primary obstacle to opening an account.7 the impact of the barrier 
posed by this requirement grew significantly from the first phase of the survey, when less 
than a third (29 percent) of the unbanked identified the minimum opening balance as a 
barrier to opening an account. identification was another obstacle for many respondents. 
although financial institutions have the legal authority to accept identification issued 
by foreign governments, 14 percent of unbanked individuals cite the lack of proper 
identification or documents as a reason for not having a checking or savings account. 
Fees are another issue: 12 percent of the unbanked identify a concern with hidden or 
expensive bank fees as the primary reason they choose to remain unbanked. other 
common barriers to opening a bank account include a lack of understanding about 
banking systems (10 percent), lack of time to open a bank account (14 percent) and 
difficulty managing accounts (10 percent). only 2 percent of unbanked respondents 
report being unbanked because they appear on the watch list known as chexSystems.8
reAsOns FOr being unbAnKedfigure 3
the unbanked face numerous barriers to opening a bank account, including inability to deposit the 
account’s minimum opening balance requirement, a perceived lack of necessary identification documents, 
and concerns about fees, account management and misunderstanding of the banking system.
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•	 repeated ATm and overdraft fees make bank accounts expensive for this 
population. banked individuals in our survey use out-of-network atms frequently, 
incurring fees on more than half of their atm transactions. we do not know whether this 
is due to a lack of atm infrastructure in their neighborhoods or lack of understanding 
about how their banks’ atm systems work, but the collective impact of these fees is 
high. Fees for using an out-of-network atm average $3.74 per use.9 at the rate of use 
reported in our survey, these fees cost a banked individual $162 each year. banked 
individuals who incur out-of-network fees do so an average of 3.6 times per month. 
expensive overdraft penalty fees also pose significant concern. three in ten (29 percent) 
banked individuals had been charged an overdraft fee in the past seven to 12 months. 
of those who overdrafted, 64 percent were charged multiple fees as a result.
•	 banked customers continue to use costly Alternative Financial services (AFs) 
providers to obtain banking products that they perceive as providing greater 
control of funds and liquidity. almost one-third (31 percent) of banked individuals 
supplement their banking relationships with services from aFS providers. the most 
commonly used products are remittances (49 percent) and money orders or cashier’s 
checks (34 percent). another 10 percent of crossovers—those who have a bank 
account and also use aFS—use these providers for check cashing. more than one-
third (38 percent) of crossovers indicate that they have bills that require a money 
order, and nearly all get their money orders from aFS providers rather than a bank. 
Four in ten (43 percent) of crossover customers using aFS bill pay services are 
concerned about timing of transaction posting and cash liquidity: over one-third of 
crossovers (37 percent) indicate that they can pay bills faster at a storefront check 
casher than at a bank, and another 7 percent are specifically worried about bouncing 
a check if they use the bank.
•	 Among the crossover customers, banks hold considerable advantages in location 
and customer service. on both customer service and prices, 79 percent of crossover 
customers prefer banks to check cashers. For proximity to home or work, 59 percent of 
crossover customers prefer banks to check cashers. among crossover customers, nearly 
one-third (30 percent) report using aFS because they need access to their cash quickly. 
another 38 percent of crossovers use check cashers because these providers enable 
customers to purchase several services at one time.
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COmpOnenTs OF COnvenienCefigure 4
customers who have bank accounts and also use alternative financial services providers rank banks 
higher than check cashers on customer service, location and prices. However, these customers continue 
to use check cashers to meet their financial services needs because of concerns about transaction 
timing, liquidity and product offerings.
… but fall behind on transaction timing and product offerings.
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which financial services provider is better on the following?
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banks compete effectively on customer service, location and prices …
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sAvings behAviOr OF The bAnKedFigure 5
those with bank accounts save either regularly or when they can, and some are saving for long-term 
goals like paying for a college education. percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding.
How Would You Characterize Your Savings Behavior?
 Save Fixed Amount each 
Month
 Save when Possible, but 
not every Month
 Not Currently Saving
 Currently Living Off Savings
47%
18%
33%
4%
how would you characterize your savings behavior?
bAnKing is Tied TO FAmily eCOnOmiC seCuriTy
•	 The banked utilize savings mechanisms and linked accounts. nearly all banked 
respondents (94 percent) keep at least some of their extra money in a financial 
institution, and almost as many (88 percent) have at least one savings account in their 
name. among these savings accounts, 29 percent are being used for long-term goals, 
including paying for education, home ownership and retirement. one-third (33 percent) 
of banked respondents in this phase of the survey report that they do not save at  
all. However, nearly half of the banked (47 percent) save when they can. one-third  
(34 percent) of the banked use an automatic savings feature to move money regularly 
from a checking account to a savings account. one-quarter (24 percent) of the banked 
move money between accounts as needed to manage cash flow. almost one-fifth  
(19 percent) have an overdraft transfer feature linked to their savings account.
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•	 in times of economic decline, the banked fare better. the majority of households 
in both banked and unbanked populations live below the poverty line.10 while both 
groups experienced similar rates of decline in household income between phase i and 
phase ii of the survey, the banked were better able to keep their heads above water. 
over the 12-month study period, 41 percent of the banked and 45 percent of the 
unbanked report declines in household income. in characterizing their overall financial 
situation, 16 percent of all respondents indicate that they make enough money to pay 
bills and save for the future. among banked individuals, 25 percent are able to pay 
bills and also save for the future. this rate has held steady in the nearly 12 months 
between survey phases. among unbanked individuals, only 9 percent report making 
enough money to pay bills and save for the future, down from 11 percent in the first 
phase of the survey. the cash-only subsegment of the unbanked fares worst, with  
5 percent of cash-only respondents reporting that they make enough money to pay 
bills and save for the future.
rAnKing OF FinAnCiAl heAlThFigure 6
in phase ii of the survey, the banked respondents continued to rate their financial health as in better shape 
than did the unbanked respondents—one-quarter (25 percent) of the banked say they are making enough 
to pay their bills and even save, compared to just 9 percent of their unbanked counterparts. moreover, a 
greater number of the unbanked indicate they are not making enough to pay their regular bills.
Financial health of banked and unbanked
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•	 The unbanked are somewhat more likely to struggle to pay their bills. over 
one-third of the unbanked (37 percent) report being unable to pay all of their bills. 
within that group, 41 percent of respondents in the cash-only subsegment indicate 
this same trouble. the banked fared a bit better, with 31 percent reporting inability 
to pay all of their bills.
•	 The banked continue to set earnings aside through remittances. this largely foreign-
born population sets a significant percentage of their earnings aside in the form 
of remittances sent back to family in their country of origin. while the frequency of 
remittances is comparable between banked and unbanked respondents—55 percent of 
the unbanked and 52 percent of the banked transfer money two or more times per 
month—the average amount transferred is significantly higher among the banked. 
the data also show that the banked remitted more money than the unbanked in 
both phases of the survey and increased their remittance amounts over the period of 
the survey, despite suffering job loss. Specifically, the banked remitted on average 
$210/month in the first phase and $261/month in the second. in contrast, the 
average amount remitted by the unbanked declined from $199/month to $181/month 
over the survey interval.
remiTTAnCe usAgefigure 7
among those in the ranks of the unbanked who remit money to family overseas, nearly all wire 
money through a money transfer shop. among the banked, 40 percent leave the bank to send their 
remittances. both the unbanked and banked remit frequently.
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•	 Cash security is a significant concern for participants in the cash economy. one-
fifth (19 percent) of the unbanked population transact in cash whenever possible. the 
preference for the cash economy is slightly down compared to the first phase of the 
survey (29 percent). close to one-fifth (18 percent) of individuals who rely on the cash 
economy have been victims of cash loss, whether by theft, damage or loss. nearly all of 
these individuals have experienced a cash loss within the past year (90 percent) or within 
the past three years (98 percent). among the unbanked who have experienced cash 
loss, the average loss was $729, equal to nearly two weeks of the respondents’ average 
household expenses.
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disCussiOn
Assessing The impACT OF bAnK On lA  
in The FACe OF A neT deCline in bAnKing
in march 2009, the city of los angeles launched the bank on la campaign. the initiative 
sought to move the working poor up the rungs of the economic ladder by building 
financial security through safe and affordable banking. For this effort, the city of los 
angeles relied on the model set by San Francisco and embraced by the uS conference 
of mayors: partnering with banks and credit unions to offer and market low-cost checking 
accounts to low-income households. while housed within the city, bank on la built 
a partnership by engaging foundations, the united way of los angeles, the Federal 
reserve bank of San Francisco, the Fdic and social science researchers.11 bank on 
la initially targeted four pilot neighborhoods: vernon central, westlake pico union, 
pacoima and boyle Heights. in the summer of 2010, during the second phase of our data 
collection, the program expanded citywide.12
our research suggests that bank on la helped low-income households in greater los 
angeles to open and maintain bank accounts. the pilot neighborhoods experienced 
smaller overall net loss in banked respondents compared to control neighborhoods 
that were outside of bank on la’s initial operation. the net decline in banking in the 
control neighborhoods is, on average, more than twice as large as the net decline in 
banking in the pilot neighborhoods. the net decline in banking by low-income families is 
unfortunate, but bank on la appears to have stemmed the bleeding and to have helped 
move some households toward the financial mainstream.
Success in promoting banking also appears to correlate with employment. unemployment 
is high in all eight neighborhoods in our survey and increased over the past year in six of 
the eight neighborhoods. However, the neighborhoods with the best employment figures 
showed the most traction in opening bank accounts. vernon central and lincoln Heights, 
the neighborhoods with the lowest rates of unemployment, held steady in their banking 
figures. in sharp contrast, watts and baldwin village, the neighborhoods with the highest 
rates of overall unemployment, experienced the greatest net loss in banking. overall, 
the control neighborhoods experienced greater unemployment than neighborhoods 
that bank on la targeted, and more residents in the control areas gave up their bank 
accounts. because bank on la is integrated into other municipal poverty alleviation 
programs, these findings may reflect the activity of such programs in the targeted pilot 
neighborhoods. conversely, these findings could indicate that integrating programs like 
bank on la into jobs programs may provide an effective avenue for increasing banking 
among the working poor.
our findings on the bank on la pilot suggest that an outreach effort needs to be run 
as a vigorous and explicit campaign to maximize the goal of connecting underserved 
populations with low-cost bank accounts. bank on la suffers from low brand awareness.13 
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more than half of the unbanked received some sort of literature encouraging them 
to open a bank account, but only 9 percent were aware of bank on la by name. on a 
positive note, the newly banked is the group that reports the highest rate of awareness 
of bank on la (13 percent), an indication the program may have had some success. brand 
awareness matters because bank on la promotes each participant bank’s account that is 
best able to support new entrants to banking. if new entrants to banking do not ask for 
and receive the bank on la starter account, the efforts to move low-income households 
into the financial mainstream may be undermined by bank accounts with hidden and 
unexpected fees. thus, while low-income households may have begun to hear more 
about banking opportunities, the message was not necessarily linked to the bank on la 
brand and did not carry the same assurances of a safe, low-cost starter account that the 
program is designed to provide.
bank on la also faced structural challenges. the nearly 10 million people in los angeles 
county are spread across an expansive geography, and the neighborhoods targeted 
by the campaign are diverse in culture, history and infrastructure.14 local efforts may 
reasonably seek to reach all the targeted residents of a city, but the structure of the los 
angeles municipal area renders it a difficult place to organize.
bank on la is not a freestanding campaign with dedicated funding and political support. 
the program is contained within the city of los angeles community development 
department and integrated into existing contracts with nonprofit agencies providing 
services funded by the city. Further, unlike San Francisco, the city of los angeles did not 
leverage its position as a major employer, depositor and investor to encourage banks to 
engage with low-income communities.15 integrating the message of bank on la into city 
contracts may provide deeper institutional support than a targeted but temporary and 
politicized public campaign could offer, and may take advantage of existing channels to 
deliver this new service. However, this structure may also have further buried the brand 
awareness of bank on la and reduced potential benefits of a more visible campaign.16
idenTiFying And OverCOming bArriers TO bAnKing, sTAying 
bAnKed And using ACCOunTs eFFeCTively
our survey finds that working poor households in los angeles face barriers to banking 
at each step of the way. these families struggle to open bank accounts, keep those 
accounts open in times of economic distress, and fully and effectively utilize banking 
services. costly overdraft and atm fees, regular use of alternative financial services and 
the growth in the number of the newly unbanked indicate that the banked in these low-
income communities face persistent barriers to effectively and beneficially using their 
bank accounts. thus, strategies that address only barriers to entry are unlikely to yield 
long-term results.
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Barriers to Entry
the barriers to entering banking remain high. most unbanked individuals in the low-
income neighborhoods of los angeles have never had a bank account. the majority 
of unbanked individuals report they do not have enough money to meet the minimum 
balance required to open an account. even for those households with a bank account, 
banks too often fail to offer at reasonable prices the basic products sought by this 
population. Finally, a perception that banks charge excessive and hidden fees further 
dissuades unbanked individuals from beginning a banking relationship.
the median minimum balance required to open a checking account at the six largest 
banks in california, encompassing 63 percent of total deposits in the state, is $50.17 the 
working poor struggle to tie up this amount of cash and therefore often turn to costly 
transactions with aFS providers to meet their daily financial services needs. by lowering 
minimum balance requirements, providing mechanisms for new account holders to 
reach these thresholds incrementally or waiving balance requirements for customers with 
a minimum direct deposit, banks likely would be able to recruit more customers from 
working, multi-earner households that use a broad range of financial products.
by encouraging the use of direct deposit among employees, employers can help steer 
families toward banking and enable employees to take advantage of account features 
that waive minimum balance requirements and reduce fees for accounts paired with 
direct deposit.18 promotion of direct deposit by employers, including state and local 
governments, and by banks could move more working families into banking, enhance 
economic security and save workers hundreds of dollars each year in check-cashing 
fees. our survey finds that although the vast majority of family income comes from 
employment, only 15 percent of respondents are paid by direct deposit, which, by 
definition, requires a bank account or a prepaid card. two-thirds (68 percent) of working 
respondents receive paper checks.
as with direct deposit from employers, direct deposit from public programs can move 
families toward banking by helping low-income families avoid monthly fees and meet 
the minimum opening balance requirements. only 11 percent of recipients of public 
assistance in our survey obtain their benefits via direct deposit into a bank account. in 
contrast, 38 percent of respondents receiving this assistance do so via electronic benefit 
transfer (ebt). these individuals receive their public assistance via a debit card similar to a 
bank card but not tied to a general checking account. utilizing the debit card reduces the 
risk of cash loss and may encourage comfort with the banking system, but may include 
costly fees and may not provide the full benefits of a federally regulated and insured bank 
account.19 to the extent that state law and practice steer recipients of public assistance 
away from direct deposit and bank accounts into a system that is less regulated and has 
less capacity for building savings and credit, it may undercut the goal of helping low-
income families join the financial mainstream.
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the survey population is largely foreign born.20 although financial institutions have the legal 
authority to accept identification issued by foreign governments, 14 percent of unbanked 
individuals cite the lack of proper identification as a reason for not having a checking or 
savings account. the persistence of lack of identification as a barrier to opening a bank 
account may be due to fear among foreign-born populations that the requirements of 
banking will make them vulnerable to deportation, lack of information about the ability to 
open accounts with alternative identification cards, such as the mexican matrícula consular, 
and refusal on the part of banks to accept such forms of identification.
more than half of respondents report that an important factor in their choice of a bank is 
if a specific bank shows respect for their culture. eighty-one percent of respondents took 
our survey in Spanish, including 85 percent of the unbanked. to thrive in the low-income 
neighborhoods of los angeles, banks and credit unions need Spanish-speaking staff, 
transaction materials in Spanish and a welcoming approach to the latino population.
Finally, the lack of familiarity with the banking system reported by many of the 
unbanked signals a need for the use of neighborhood assets and trusted advisers 
and calls for the public support of local leaders to communicate a message about 
safe banking opportunities. a successful community outreach plan might capitalize on 
neighborhood assets to spread the news about the availability of low-cost accounts, 
banking institutions that will work with the target population and the acceptance of 
alternative forms of identification.
Barriers to Maintenance
overcoming the barriers to joining banking is a significant achievement, but only the 
beginning. at the close of our survey, the number of the newly unbanked exceeded 
the number of the newly banked, despite local efforts to promote banking. this 
suggests there is a strong need to address barriers faced by low-income communities to 
maintaining a bank account as well as the barriers to getting one.
our survey illuminates the economic fragility of these families: half of the newly 
unbanked report losing their job between survey phases, and a quarter of the newly 
unbanked cite the loss of a job or lack of funds as the reason for dropping their accounts. 
the median duration of a bank account that has been recently closed was three years. 
those who close these accounts are not recent arrivals to banking. rather, they are 
established but economically vulnerable banking customers who run into financial barriers 
and hidden fees that push them out of the banking system.
the reason most often given for dropping out of banking was hidden and unexpected 
fees, followed by loss of a job or lack of funds. in other words, bank fees have a more 
detrimental impact on the ability of working poor families to keep a bank account than an 
event generally considered to be one of the greatest economic shocks to a household: 
job loss. one-third of newly unbanked individuals cite unexpected or unexplained fees as 
their reason for becoming unbanked.
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account closure due to fees appears to stem from the lack of transparency by banks 
about fee structures. low-income populations with low high-school graduation rates may 
have a particularly hard time understanding even basic checking account fees when they 
are buried within the median 111 pages of a checking account disclosure statement.21 
low-income customers are also less able to avoid basic banking fees. many bank 
accounts waive monthly maintenance fees when the account holder utilizes the direct 
deposit option. with low rates of direct deposit, however, the low-income population 
in los angeles largely misses out on this opportunity to avoid the basic monthly fees 
associated with banking.
For this population, the cost of overdraft fees is amplified by successive overdrafts or 
inability to repay overdrafts in the time before a second fee is assessed for the same 
transaction. nearly two-thirds of banked respondents who overdrafted their accounts 
incurred multiple fees as a result. lack of clarity about overdraft options and hidden 
bank practices that maximize overdraft fees hit this group especially hard and can 
discourage banking.22
this tenuously banked population also incurs unduly high fees due to their regular use of 
out-of-network atms. all banked respondents use out-of-network atms an average of 
once per month, and for those reporting any usage, they average 3.6 times per month. 
the cause of costly atm use is unclear. the survey population may not fully understand 
the costs associated with using out-of-network atms, or banks may not support adequate 
atm infrastructures in low-income neighborhoods.
once these barriers are overcome, newly banked customers report high levels of 
satisfaction. individuals who decided to begin a banking relationship perceived banks 
positively and were sufficiently prepared to open an account. Further, banks and credit 
unions, in the short run, have not disappointed their new customers. this satisfaction 
presents a ripe opportunity for banks to engage with new customers, build relationships 
and expand relevant offerings.
Barriers to Effective Usage
low-income customers who have a bank account continue to make use of aFS providers 
in part because of “convenience.” For proximity to home or work, customer service, 
prices and language accommodation, banks and credit unions receive significantly higher 
ratings by crossover customers than do check cashers. However, low-income customers 
point to two components of “convenience” that aFS providers offer that they view as 
better than what they can get at banks.
one nuanced conception of convenience is the availability of a comprehensive suite of 
products, and the other is confidence in the timing of transactions. our survey finds that 
crossover customers using check cashers most often do so because they can purchase 
several services at the same time. customers also report that they can pay bills faster by 
way of a check casher. crossover customers who cash checks through aFS report that 
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they choose aFS due to concerns about liquidity and timing of deposit posting. bank 
deposit delays prompt banked customers to utilize aFS for check cashing. moreover, 
transaction reordering by banks results in multiple overdrafts with high overdraft fees for 
these customers.23 by using check cashers, low-income customers seek to avoid these 
costs and uncertainty.
our survey indicates that this demographic would use four to six revenue-generating 
transactions each month, services that low-income households currently purchase from 
aFS providers. For example, four in ten banked customers who also use aFS report having 
bills that require a money order. this is a common bill-paying practice in low-income 
neighborhoods where landlords and other creditors refuse to accept personal checks. the 
foreign-born population also commonly utilizes remittances. Still, only 17 percent of banked 
respondents report that they would use a bank or credit union to send a remittance or 
money transfer. most make these transactions using check-cashing services.
as with overcoming barriers to entering banking, the form of payment by employers 
to workers and of government benefits can encourage more effective usage of a bank 
account. because direct deposit generally requires workers to have a bank account, 
employers and benefit providers that offer it can create incentives for the working poor 
to open and maintain checking accounts. direct deposit also encourages the use of 
automatic savings plans and helps account holders avoid costly check-cashing fees, 
improve liquidity, and assuage concerns about the timing of deposits and payments. 
However, the increasing use of prepaid cards as an alternative to checking accounts 
presents both an opportunity for and a challenge to banks to respond to innovations in 
payment systems.24
Finally, underlying the conversation about successive barriers to banking is the finding 
that the population in our survey is part of the working poor. among survey respondents, 
91 percent of family income comes from employment. Further, 43 percent of households 
saw their total household income drop in the past year. as low-income working families, 
these households are economically vulnerable. by limiting opportunities to build capital 
and by making consumer financial products expensive, the characteristics of the local 
financial services infrastructure exacerbate that vulnerability.
bAnKing is AssOCiATed wiTh greATer FinAnCiAl seCuriTy  
And AsseT-building
For families in the low-income communities of los angeles, banking is associated with 
spending less on financial services, greater use of savings, including remittances, and 
lower risk of cash loss.25 banked and unbanked households report similar declines in 
household income between phases of our survey, but the banked are keeping their heads 
just above water, while the financial condition of the unbanked slips further.
as previously unbanked families begin to rely on banking services, thereby reducing the 
vulnerabilities associated with the cash economy and avoiding high fees of alternative 
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financial services, they begin saving money. our comparison of the costs of using bank 
services compared to aFS services in these study neighborhoods showed that purchasing 
the financial services from aFS providers consumed 6 percent of an average household’s 
income, while purchasing the same services at a bank represented half a percent—an 
order of magnitude difference. the funds spent on aFS can be saved.26
the savings behaviors associated with banking allow families to smooth household 
finances during times of economic turbulence. nearly as many banked as unbanked 
respondents saw their household income decrease in the past year, but the banked 
continue to report better overall financial situations compared to the unbanked. 
Household savings help staunch the outward flow of capital from low-income communities, 
enabling the development of assets for family and individual aspirations.
our survey indicates that the banked actively use available savings mechanisms: almost 
all banked individuals keep some of their extra money in a bank account, and nearly 
as many hold at least one savings account. indeed, in phase ii of the study, the banked 
report saving more often than they did in phase i. they saved more than the unbanked in 
both survey phases despite similar rates of job attrition and declines in household income 
for both groups. the underlying economic circumstances of these low-income families 
remain a critical determinant of their ability to regularly save, but those that can afford to 
save report doing so.
because the vast majority of our survey population relies on earned income, being 
banked opens a portal to government programs to support the working poor. the 
banked are far more likely than the unbanked to file tax returns and benefit from the 
earned income tax credit (eitc). Supplementing the income of low-wage workers 
through a refundable tax credit, the eitc is one of the most significant poverty alleviation 
programs for working families in the united States. in tax year 2006, the eitc returned 
approximately $1.5 billion to families in los angeles county.27 our research found that 
close to three-quarters (72 percent) of respondents who filed taxes received a refund, 
with many of these including eitc payments. more than two-thirds (68 percent) of the 
banked filed their 2009 tax returns; only 38 percent of the unbanked did so. among 
low-income residents of los angeles, having a bank account improves the likelihood of 
obtaining the eitc payment and its significant financial benefit.
Financial security and banking are deeply tied to aspiration and economic mobility. 
Families that save report designating their savings for long-term goals, including 
education, home ownership and retirement. in the short term, having a savings account 
facilitates greater financial stability, enabling families to keep their heads above water in 
declining economic times.
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COnClusiOn
there is a role for banks, government, community groups, employers and consumers 
in making sure everybody has the opportunity to participate fully in the financial 
mainstream. Financial institutions can enable families to bank and save as productive 
clients by offering accounts with low minimum opening balance requirements, reasonable 
and transparent fees, and a comprehensive suite of financial products that meet the 
needs of low- and moderate-income families. to help families stay banked, banks should 
adopt neutral and objective transaction sequencing that is not designed to maximize 
overdraft penalties. local governments and financial institutions can work with community 
groups to improve access to banking with a vigorous and sustained effort. a sound 
marketing plan can ensure that new entrants to banking receive the benefits of safe and 
affordable bank accounts. in order for families to stay banked, banks and local leaders 
should address not only the barriers to opening a bank account but also the obstacles 
that cause households to leave banking or to not develop a full banking relationship that 
includes building savings. Finally, employers and benefit providers, starting with state 
and local governments, should promote direct deposit to help employees and benefit 
recipients begin banking and stay banked.
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reCOmmendATiOns
OverCOming bArriers TO bAnKing
•	 employers and government agencies can offer direct deposit to workers and 
recipients of public assistance. 
direct deposit can alleviate the burden of monthly fees and minimum opening balance 
requirements, making checking accounts more affordable to open and maintain. 
employers, beginning with state and local governments, can increase the use of direct 
deposit as a way of encouraging low-income workers to open and maintain bank 
accounts. government offices providing public benefits payments should do the same 
for recipients of public assistance. prepaid payroll and benefit cards, while a convenient 
transaction tool, do not offer the same opportunities to build savings and credit as direct 
deposit to a bank account does.
•	 government workforce placement programs can introduce bank accounts to the 
newly employed. 
economic circumstances and employment are the most important factors in determining 
a person’s “bankability.” Half of the newly unbanked in our survey are also newly 
unemployed, and many more of the unbanked are not making enough money to 
maintain a bank account. the linkage between neighborhood employment rates and 
success in opening new bank accounts affirms the recommendation that new bank 
accounts should be introduced as people become employed. government workforce 
placement programs and private employers can both play a role here.
•	 policy makers and the banking sector can use public–private collaborations to 
reach the unbanked and to set safe terms for starter accounts. 
local governments and the banking sector should reduce barriers to entry through 
collaborations that make low-cost bank accounts available and that actively market them. 
these accounts should have a low minimum balance requirement and include a fair and 
transparent fee structure. banks should couple these accounts with an offering of the 
other financial products sought by the low-income population, including remittances 
and money orders. Federal policies, local government practices, and partnerships 
that include local civic leaders and banks can encourage banks to maintain branch 
offices in low-income communities, hire staff fluent in prominent local languages and 
actively participate in the relationships necessary to build community comfort with the 
mainstream financial system. city leaders can offer their vigorous and sustained support 
for these campaigns.
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•	 banks and efforts to bank the unbanked can engage in marketing and outreach in 
locally spoken languages. 
active marketing and community outreach, as well as financial education, are essential 
to reach a community often lacking comfort or familiarity with the banking system. 
additionally, bank on la and similar publicly supported efforts can be clearly branded to 
help ensure that people get into the specifically designed bank on la starter accounts. 
to effectively market safer banking opportunities and reach out to the target population, 
all of these activities can be carried out in languages spoken by the target population.
helping FAmilies sTAy bAnKed
•	 policy makers can require, and banks should implement, fair and transparent fees.
policy makers should require banks to provide information about checking account 
terms, conditions and fees in a concise, easy-to-read format, similar to the Schumer box 
for credit cards.28 Failing to do so can lead to unexpected fees that our data shows can 
trigger low-income customers to drop out of the banking system. given the high rate of 
overdraft transactions revealed in our survey, combined with the frequency at which the 
newly unbanked express deep dissatisfaction with unexpected fees, banks should review 
overdraft penalty fees and implement strategies to reduce their size and frequency. 
moreover, they should provide full and transparent disclosure of customer options with 
respect to overdraft plans (such as overdraft transfer or line of credit) as well as the choice 
to opt in or out of overdraft programs at any time.
•	 banks and banking regulators can end deposit delay and require depository 
institutions to post deposits and withdrawals in a fully disclosed, objective and 
neutral manner, such as chronological order, that does not maximize overdraft fees. 
our survey indicates that low-income customers are particularly concerned about liquidity 
and timing of their deposits and payments. banks should post deposits and withdrawals 
in a fully disclosed, objective and neutral manner that does not maximize overdraft fees.29 
banks should seek to make funds available as quickly as possible.
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•	 banks can increase their presence, including ATm networks, in low-income areas.
the use of out-of-network atms and accompanying fees reported in our survey likely 
reflects poor atm infrastructure in the places where low-income customers live and work. 
banks and credit unions can reduce fees associated with banking by optimizing their atm 
networks for these low-income areas. policy makers, including local governments, can 
take actions to encourage such improvements.
enCOurAging The building OF sAvings And CrediT
•	 banks can provide a comprehensive suite of products, including money orders, 
remittances, check cashing, bill pay services and personal loans. 
banks can leverage their strengths in location and customer service to effectively 
compete in the market for financial services utilized by low-income households. by 
offering a cheaper alternative to aFS, banks can present their customers a significant 
opportunity to save money even as banks capture this market for revenue-generating 
products and services. to do so, banks can provide at competitive and transparent prices 
products used by working poor and foreign-born populations, including money orders, 
remittances, check cashing, bill pay services and personal loans.
•	 Community organizations, local governments, efforts to bank the unbanked, like 
the bank On programs, and depository institutions can provide financial education 
to help new customers manage costs and build up assets.
Financial education and asset-building strategies are necessary to connect customers, 
particularly those who are unfamiliar with the banking system, with banking products that 
fit their financial needs. Financial education can complement full-disclosure policies and 
transparent fee structures at banks. given the high rates of out-of-network atm usage by 
low-income customers, education programs should specifically address atm networks.
•	 banks, policy makers and community organizations can capitalize on household 
aspirations to build family financial security. 
individuals who remain banked tend to actively save, including for long-term goals, such 
as paying for a college education. banks that provide low-cost and easy-to-understand 
opportunities for savings and asset-building enable families to build economic security 
within the financial mainstream. developing household assets and banking relationships 
allows families to save and plan. banks can be active partners in fostering these 
opportunities.
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 Appendix: meThOdOlOgy
this longitudinal study was designed to track the financial behaviors of low-income 
households over time. the first phase of the survey was conducted from July 8, 2009, 
to September 18, 2009, and the second phase nearly one year later from may 17, 2010, 
to September 29, 2010. with the data that emerged from this two-phase survey, we 
were able to analyze the financial evolution of the 2,000 tracked households across the 
economic turmoil of 2009 and 2010.
the initial panel of 2,000 respondents was drawn from eight neighborhoods located 
throughout the city of los angeles. in phase ii, 1,455 respondents from phase i were 
successfully contacted again, representing a 28 percent attrition rate. respondents were 
recruited to represent two specific subgroups: (a) 1,000 unbanked households, defined as 
those with no current bank account; (b) 1,000 banked households, defined as those with 
at least one bank account. in the first phase, the split between subgroups was essentially 
equal with 1,021 unbanked households and 1,000 banked households. attrition was slightly 
greater among banked respondents; in phase ii, we surveyed 784 unbanked households 
and 671 banked households.
the neighborhoods selected for this study included four previously identified as targets 
for the bank on la campaign and four additional neighborhoods with similar socio-
economic traits that were not targets of bank on la. while all eight neighborhoods are 
low-income, they are geographically and ethnically diverse, representing a variety of 
economic segments of los angeles. the study included areas with a history of redlining 
and divestment, dynamic immigrant enclaves, underutilized urban spaces under pressure 
from gentrification and stable working-class communities. we attempted to select 
communities that could provide not only a sample of low-income los angeles, but also a 
sample of low-income populations across the country.
respondents were screened and recruited through a door-to-door, interviewer-administered 
survey with the households selected by random location sampling. proportional quotas 
were determined for each of the eight target neighborhood geographies based on the 
broader sample quota of 1,000 banked households and 1,000 unbanked households. 
each neighborhood was further subdivided according to census block group quotas 
using weighted census data. individual quotas per block group were assigned via a 
geographic information Systems process based on the percentage of each block group 
within the total population of the census tracts in the neighborhood.
three households per block were randomly selected as possible starting points. if 
qualified respondents were not available at the first household, the second household 
was approached, followed by the third household, if necessary. upon the successful 
screening and recruitment of a household, interviewers approached other households on 
the block, skipping a specific number of homes, based on the block’s population size and 
target quota. local city officials assisted field researchers to obtain safe access to large 
public housing projects and arranged a secure location within the building for interviews. 
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data collection for phase ii of the survey was administered by both telephone and in-
person interviews.
Field researchers were instructed to request the participation of the head of the 
household or individuals responsible for household financial decisions. if the relevant 
individuals were not available, the interviewers returned at a different time. once deemed 
eligible, respondents were recruited into the panel and immediately administered the 
phase i questionnaire. interviews were attempted at various times throughout the day, 
including during both peak and off-peak employment hours, to ensure comprehensive 
representation. Field staff reflected the ethnic and racial backgrounds of the target 
areas’ demographics. because the population of these neighborhoods is heavily 
latino, most interviewers were fluent in both Spanish and english; all interviews were 
conducted in the respondents’ language of choice. a total incentive of $75 was offered 
to each participating respondent, distributed through the two phases: $30 was offered 
immediately following phase i interviews and the remaining $45 upon the successful 
completion of phase ii interviews.
the survey involved between 70 and 150 questions, depending on the respondent’s 
answers and financial behaviors. almost all questions were closed-ended, multiple-choice 
questions. the interviews lasted between 30 and 60 minutes. For phase ii, the survey 
instrument was revised slightly to refine questions with ambiguous results. the survey 
instrument for both phases is available upon request.
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endnOTes
1 Federal deposit insurance corporation, 
National Survey of Unbanked and Underbanked 
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